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T
he student experience 

in higher education has 

been vastly influenced, 

if not redefined, by the 

incorporation of technology 

in today’s teaching and 

learning. More students are demanding 

convenience that looks like online courses 

and programs, virtual advising and 

edtech tools that allow on-the-go course 

management. Institutions and educators 

are increasingly delivering on the evolving 

expectations of students, and have 

adopted tools and learning management 

systems that make engagement easier 

for students, as well as faculty and 

administrators. Having the tools, however, 

is only half the battle of reaching and 

retaining students, especially in a highly 

virtual landscape. Institutions must take 

their efforts a step farther by seeking 

to understand how both learners and 

educators leverage edtech to amplify the 

effectiveness of pedagogy and achieve 

their desired outcomes. 
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Reimagine
Student Success
Colleges and universities have been tasked with 
making data-driven decisions to increase student 
success and institutional sustainability, but accessing 
and distilling data has its challenges.1 To gather the 
data necessary for understanding student behavior, 
educators must overcome barriers on multiple fronts, 
such as access and internal silos, cost, training, 
and bandwidth.2 Even institutions with learning 
platforms that comprise a data component often lack 
understanding of how their ed tech ecosystem is 
being utilized and how it correlates to better teaching 
and learning outcomes. To overcome this, faculty and 
administrators must be equipped with tools that help 
them make real-time interventions and drive impact. 

The unexpected pressure that the COVID-19 pandemic 
placed on institutions to offer flexible, online programs 
and the heightened expectations of technology today 
have shifted how education is delivered.3 This shift 
in education requires technology that will streamline 
the ways educators reach, engage, and involve 
students. Institutions worldwide are recognizing how 
necessary continual technology evolution is for long 
term sustainability, and have begun shifting their digital 
ecosystems by:

l  Investing exponentially in ed-tech tools to assist 
with teaching and learning

l	Offering a variety of course modalities: in-person, 
online, or a hybrid of both

l  Gathering data to understand students’ needs and 
behaviors
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While these investments represent much of what 
learners and educators need to be successful, they lack 
a paramount piece of the puzzle: a way to effectively 
synthesize large amounts of data3 related to student 
interactions and engagement to fully understand and 
address their needs. Without the right tools, faculty and 
administrators may lack the agency to pull the data they 
need in real-time. If or when they retrieve the data, they 
may find difficulty extracting actionable insights from 
it or implementing intervention strategies when and 
where they’re needed most. A robust, reliable learning 
management system can make data-driven decision-
making more streamlined and simple, but great edtech 
is only as effective as its adoption. By streamlining 
edtech adoption, institutions can have a leg up in 
supporting student success and engagement.

According to the 2022 State of Student Success 
and Engagement in Higher Education report, 88% 
of students and administrators feel student success 
is driven by available technology.4 Factors such 
as access to the internet, learning resources, and 
technology devices remain paramount for bridging 
the digital divide and offering equitable paths to 
success for all learners. 

This research suggests that tech-enhanced pedagogy 
will be critical for the future of higher education. 
Student success today requires the availability of and 
access to technology resources, but what are the next 
steps once students gain that access?

92% 
access to the 
internet 

91% 
psychological 
well-being 

90%
access to 
learning 
resources 

90% 
access to 
technology 
devices 

2022 
SOCIOECONOMIC 
FACTORS THAT 
DRIVE STUDENT 
SUCCESS: 
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Cultivate 
Institutional 
Sustainability 
in the Class
The recipe for institutional sustainability is a topic 
that’s long been up for debate, but when it’s 
dismantled, it comes down to how supported and 
successful a student feels within an institution. The 
experience a student has in their courses, lends 
itself to that student’s academic success, future 
opportunities and overall perception of the institution. 
It’s what creates student retention and referrals. Yet, 
if a student feels disengaged or overlooked in their 
courses, not only could their academic success be 
impacted, but so could their institution’s ability to 
attract and retain students.

With that lens, it becomes easier to see educators as 
the first responders they are, on the front lines of higher 
education’s student retention battle. Unfortunately, 
educators often go into the field without the tools they 
need, facing barriers with limited time and resources.2 
Add the layer of having to facilitate distance learning, 
and faculty are confronted with the struggle of trying to 
provide more students with personalized engagement 
opportunities. In certain modalities such as online or 
hybrid courses, there are concerns that students may 
not receive as much or any 1:1 time with instructors. How 
then can instructors balance student expectations with 
institutional demand? 
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Introducing 
Impact by 
Instructure
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As an industry, higher education has a unique 
opportunity to marry its expertise with comparable 
tools and technology to usher today’s learners into 
successful futures. The reward for that is much 
greater than sustainability – it’s a chance to shape 
and evolve our world. Investing in stronger learning 
management systems was a giant step forward, but 
we cannot stop there. We must also ensure adoption 
to continue complementing and supporting the 
brilliance and innovation that educators bring to the 
learning environment. 

With Impact by Instructure, understanding and 
enhancing student-faculty engagement is not only 
easier, it’s a game-changing solution to streamlined 
edtech adoption. Working in tandem with the 
learning management system (LMS) and other edtech, 
Impact allows organizations to better understand the 
usage and adoption of their tools, provides insights 
that can be leveraged in budgeting conversations, 
and helps facilitate interventions with students who 
may display low engagement. Institutions can also 
measure the efficacy of training and support initiatives 
to ensure they are getting the most out of their 
investments. The tool is ideal for pushing technology 
all-star teachers to new levels of adoption while still 
supporting new users – and without email blasts or 
hours of professional development.

Impact by Instructure provides institutions large or small 
with dynamic reporting for making data-driven decisions.

GAIN INSIGHTS 
INTO TECHNOLOGY 
USAGE THROUGH:

l	Adoption Monitoring: Monitor the adoption of 
the tools you are investing in. Impact allows your 
team to create detailed reports to understand how 
deeply students and teachers are engaging with 
edtech solutions like Canvas LMS, which features 
are being adopted, and whether tools are or aren’t 
being used effectively.

l	ROI Evaluation: Gather the data necessary to 
understand the effectiveness of key activities in your 
institution, such as communicating via messaging, 
training staff, and rolling out support materials. By 
adding events to your Impact campaigns, you can 
gauge the ROI of your initiatives.
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PROVIDE AROUND-
THE-CLOCK 
SUPPORT BY:

l	Reducing overall support load: Users can find 
answers to common questions directly within the 
support dashboard, without having to immediately 
escalate their support need to a support team. 
Support escalation is tracked within Impact.

l	Streamlining the support and resolution processes: 
With a click of a button, students and teachers have 
direct access to their personal Support Center. Here, 
users can find relevant context-sensitive help about 
the specific part of the solution in which they are 
currently working. Impact provides users with 24/7 
contextual and role sensitive self-support directly 
within edtech tools. Support tickets can be routed 
and escalated to the appropriate support desk to 
ensure quick resolution. The escalated form will 
always ‘know’ who the user is and where they were 
when they initiated the support request to speed up 
the troubleshooting process.

l	Intervening with the right support at the right time: 
The customizable, 24/7 system of support allows 
you to easily connect users to help articles, tips, and 
explanations in context, as soon as questions arise. 
Utilize campaign messaging and support articles 
to make interventions and customizations simple, 
which lead to better outcomes for all. Together, these 
support features help foster a culture of self-help 
among your users.

INCREASE 
THE QUALITY 
OF COURSE 
OFFERINGS WITH: 

l	Course consistency: Create consistency in student 
course experience by guiding educators to use best 
practices specific to their programs or subject matter.

l	Student engagement opportunities: Send prompts 
directly within a product to guide students to areas 
of the LMS where they have engagement/success 
opportunities. Clear and easy to understand graphs 
(with the ability to zoom in on every data point) help 
pinpoint where and when you need to promote 
functionality or reinforce key capabilities.

l	Customized messaging to drive initiatives: Create 
Impact campaigns to communicate with your users 
and guide them through any task. See how many 
people have interacted with the messages during the 
duration of the campaign, see their comments and 
number of views.

Impact helps institutions save time and resources 
by ensuring their course objective drivers are 
implemented. Its rich usage insights can inform 
targeted on-screen messaging for courses that display 
a gap in user behavior. By improving the quality 
of your online courses with Impact by Instructure, 
your institution is better positioned to lower its 
administrative costs.
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Invest in Your 
Instructors 
With the right education technology, training and open 
education resources, institutions can equip everyone 
involved to anticipate and meet student needs. 
Educators become more effective and empowered to 
do what they love (teach), administrators have the tools 
and positive student feedback they need to effectively 
fill classrooms, and students feel backed with support 
as they experience successful outcomes. Collaborative, 
accessible tools can help bridge the gaps that have 
persisted between administrators and faculty, aiding 
colleges in reaching more students more effectively. 

Also take into consideration that every course provides 
a separate experience that acts as a building block 
for how students may perceive an institution as a 
whole. An improved course experience may seem like 
a small step forward, but when replicated throughout 
an institution, is powerful enough to influence the 
experiences of thousands of students, and could lead 
to exponential revenue growth.
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INSTITUTIONS INVESTING 
IN EDTECH ADOPTION
While online and hybrid learning have become more 
widespread modalities in higher education, institutions 
are still learning what tools and methods work best 
within their academic ecosystems. The colleges and 
universities willing to take risks on new teaching 
pedagogy have the best chance at reaching and serving 
today’s learners. Take Foothill College for example. 
Using Impact by Instructure, the community college was 
able to easily identify trouble spots within Canvas LMS 
that students and faculty were experiencing. By viewing 
course reports, tool adoption reports and insights about 
message and support performance, the team was able 
to keep pivoting and delivering content that would 
strengthen user understanding of the LMS. In addition, 
the reports helped the team understand whether 
their efforts to support and communicate with users 
was working, or whether they needed to switch their 
approach in real time.

The students immediately 

recognized how powerful it was to 

be able to message one another 

and make their observations and 

learnings visible to all... When 

students started saying, ‘we think 

this is valuable,’ all of a sudden we 

got a lot of traction. 

LENE WHITLEY-PUTZ
Dean of Online Learning, Foothill College
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Since 2018, San Diego State University has also used 
Impact to collect performance statistics, tool usage 
reports and compare adoption across courses to 
identify the best use-cases. With this data, their team 
can see the state of their messaging and take action to 
reduce support escalations by providing context and 
role-sensitive resources. 

When asked about their favorite features, feedback 
collection rose to the top. By enabling the feedback 
collection option on the messages placed throughout 
Canvas, Hauze’s team was able to understand how 
users felt about the content and quickly identify if any 
changes needed to be applied. With Impact, SDSU can 
allow users to choose whether they want to reply with 
upvotes, downvotes or open-ended comments. The 
feedback data is then easily actionable within Impact 
and provides direct insight into the behavior, needs 
and preferences of the target audience.

Impact by Instructure was a key 

tool for us within instructional 

technology services to 

communicate. 

SEAN HAUZE
Director of Instructional Design & Academic 
Media, San Diego State University
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San Juan College found Impact’s insights and reports 
to be useful tools for interdepartmental communication 
and long-term strategy building. With Impact, their 
teams could identify the areas within their LMS and 
third-party tools that needed more attention, as well 
as the users that needed more encouragement to 
use certain tools or pages. The team finds real-time 
monitoring is particularly helpful for students during 
specific parts of the year, such as at the beginning of a 
semester or during exam season.

During the pandemic, videos became a really important 
tool not just for helping their students navigate through 
courses, but also as training materials for faculty. 
However, despite the time and effort that went into 
creating the video tutorials, San Juan’s users weren’t 
watching them. Using Impact, the team embedded 
the videos in messages that could be anchored to the 
areas where they would be needed. As a result, their 
LMS engagement shot up.

The motivating factor behind 

purchasing Impact by Instructure 

and becoming a client was strictly 

analytics.

GREG REYNOLDS
Manager of Technology Learning Services,
San Juan College
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Leverage the 
Full Potential 
of Your LMS 
or Edtech
The learning management system offers unmatched 
value for institutions looking to provide students with a 
seamless, mobile learning experience. Curriculum and 
instruction through a reliable, extensive LMS offers all 
of its users everything in one place, total accessibility, 
instant content delivery, mobile learning capabilities, 
and increased productivity. Across the globe, colleges 
and universities are utilizing learning management 
systems to not only attract and serve students, but to 
also understand their academic behaviors and motives. 

In order for an LMS to be most effective, however, 
educators must understand how to navigate it and 
be willing to make it a staple in their teaching. With 
a stable, extensive LMS, institutions can begin to 

pinpoint areas within the student journey or user 

experience that can be improved upon. Paired with a 

comprehensive tool like Impact, institutions can turn 

those learnings into real-time actions right within their 

LMS and ultimately streamline adoption. For example, 

LMS usage reports, such as those in the Canvas 

Admin Analytics dashboard, can provide a broader 

picture of how the tech is used. In fact, Impact not 

only streamlines LMS adoption, but adoption of any 

edtech tools. It integrates seamlessly with the tools 

your instituion’s already using, allowing educators to 

more readily implement their expertise and providing 

students with course experiences that enable organic, 

uninterrupted learning. 
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How then can institutions move from having strong 
edtech to maximizing it? As the old adage goes, 
“when we know better, we do better.” The higher 
education community knows that data is integral for 
institutional longevity and has worked extremely hard 
to identify and implement the best tools for student 
success. As vital contributors to the stability and 
growth of our world, higher education leaders, in turn, 
should make those tools work for them. 

Educators are already uniquely positioned to drive 
change, as they connect most often with students 
and directly influence their academic journeys. With 
the right insights, tools, and streamlined adoption 
of those tools, educators can make an impact when 
and where it’s needed most – whether that’s in 
class, online or on-the-go.  

Watch this video to learn how 
Impact by Instructure is helping 
institutions like yours do just that.
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Powering the 
World’s Smartest 
Classrooms.
Instructure is an education technology company dedicated to 
helping everyone learn together. We amplify the power of teaching 
and elevate the learning process, leading to improved student 
outcomes. Today, Instructure supports more than 30 million 
educators and learners at more than 6,000 organizations around 
the world. 

The Instructure Learning Platform makes learning more personal 
and student success more equitable by delivering the solutions 
you need to support, enrich, and connect every aspect of teaching 
and learning. The Instructure Learning Platform for higher 
education includes: 

Canvas by Instructure: bringing together Canvas LMS, video 
engagement with Canvas Studio, a branded course catalog system 
by Canvas Catalog, and student badging and e-portfolios with 
Canvas Credentials.

Impact by Instructure: helping teachers and students adopt 
educational technology to promote deeper engagement with 
learning while guaranteeing the campus edtech ecosystem is 
utilized to its fullest potential. 

Learn more

https://www.instructure.com/higher-education

